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the forbidden spirit (they have heard of liqueurs). Kafir! Infidel! O sin! O damage! " and off someone rushes to lay information.
That is the worst of the Sheria ; it has got to stretch if it is to cover the conditions of modern life, and where it stretches it inevitably tears, for the fabric is old. Through such rents any vice can crawl and rouse the tribal militancy of outraged Islam.
Yamen farmers had no delusion about the code before the firman, proclaiming its official recognition. It had already been revived, and the highland husbandman does not like to have his prayer-times too closely checked. He has to be up at dawn, and the dawn can be very sharp, at several thousand feet above sea-level, before the sun has warmed the air. Prayer means certain ablutions. Some of the more luxurious agriculturists have a little water warmed for their lustrations, by their women folk, who are always up betimes, as coffee must be prepared before their men go to the field. Prayers are then said in the comparative warmth of the guest-chamber, by all adult males present, making the prescribed prostrations in unison, and timing the last one to coincide with sunrise. This is correct beyond all cavil, but the poorer husbandman, whether he tills his own soil or that of another, has to leave his stone shanty at dawn, and go to work in air that is downright frosty. He gets later and later with his devotions, and I have often seen a man dabbling away on the edge of a garden tank—previous to prayer—when the sun had already waxed hot. Sooner or later some busybody comes along and derides the efficacy of such belated devotions, calling shame upon him and threatening further measures. In time he shirks ablutions and prayer, a^nd he needs both. Nor

